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The use of photographic techniques for air survey of remote and inaccessible
terrain is well known and stereoscopic methods facilitate the subsequent product
tion of continuous maps. The benefits of photographic survey have been exten
ded by making simultaneous exposures, using different light filters and photo
sensitive materials, in as many as 9 wavelength ranges throughout the visible
and near infrared portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. These contrast,
and emphasise, many surface features of human and ecological interest and thus
contribute substantially to land use studies, geophysical survey and so on.
There is, however, one considerable snag in the application of photographic
methods-visibility conditions have to be very good. Operation is only possible
in daylight hours and when there is no appreciable cloud cover. Scientists in
terested in military reconnaissance, and later in earth resource studies of all
descriptions, had to turn therefore to techniques which would overcome these
limitations. An obvious possibility was the extension and refinement of radar
methods using radiation in the microwave (l m to 3 mm) wavelength range,
which is not appreciably attenuated by the atmosphere and is .unaffected by
clouds or by darkness.

In the most easily understood system, the so-called PPI (plan position indicator),
a rotating antenna sends out radially a rotating narrow beam of short pulses
of microwave energy. These are reflected from surrounding objects back to
the sending point, where the time between transmission and reception gives a
measure of the distance of the reflection. A line rotating in synchronism with
the antenna on the screen ,of a cathode ray tube draws a picture of the surround
ings, from which a ship, for example, can detect the presence of land and the
direction and distance of nearby vessels. In the early days of radar mapping
some crude results were obtained with the PP! system utilising a rotating
antenna on an aircraft, but the resolution (ie the ability to discriminate be
tween closely adjacent objects) was severely limited.

The answer to the problem has been Side Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR)
which uses a fixed antenna directing a beam of radiation laterally from the air
craft, so that return radiation is received from objects along a strip at right
angles to the flight path. The forward motion of the aircraft continually brings
new ground into inspection range and the map is thus progressively built up.
The sideways view will of course produce a distorted relation between slopes
inclined towards the antenna (which are foreshortened) and slopes inclined
away from it (which are elongated), but the electronic circuitry can be arranged
to compensate and give an impression of vertical view. The resolution of simple
SLAR is adequate at right angles to the flight path. Along the flight path it is
necessary in many cases to enhance the resolution by, so called, synthetic
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aperture systems, too complex to be described here, which effectively narrow
the beam in that direction. It suffices to say that resolutions of a few metres
are possible and usual.

The strip of land "'seen' by the aircraft

Photographic techniques, when operable, give a picture, the tone of which is
determined by the colour and the brightness of the terrain. The radar image is
controlled by different factors. Its brightness depends on the strength of the
return signal, which is itself a function of the slope of the ground and of the
nature of the surface. Nevertheless there are numerous points of similarity and
the skilled photo-interpreter can find a great deal that is familiar in a radar
image.

There is for example, an effect akin to relief in photography, since in the radar
image slopes inclined towards the source appear brighter and those inclined
away from it appear darker. Contoured maps can still be produced by a tech
nique similar to stereoscopy, by doing 2 radar traverses either at right angles
or even at different inclinations and combining the results. In addition the
texture of the radar image can be correlated with the surface nature of the
terrain.

The radar process permits also an extension analogous to photography at dif
ferent wavelengths. The use of different wavelengths in the radar case enables,
for example, a vegetation cover to be penetrated and the land surface beneath
to be explored, or changes can be detected in soil cover and base rock.

The time and trouble saved by SLAR compared with conventional photographic
survey techniques can be appreciated ·by a study of a survey of parts of Panama
and Colombia carried out in 1967. During only 6 hours of imaging time and
within a period of 6 days, 17,000 sq km of terrain were imaged. Previously, 15
years' continuous effort at photographic survey had resulted in only 30% of
the area being satisfactorily completed because of perennial cloud cover.

An expert account of this subject concludes as follows. 'High resolution radar
mapping clearly requires elaborate equipment. The radar units themselves are
highly sophisticated; the antennae must be gyro-stabilised; and the registering
systems have to be linked with doppler and inertial navigational systems. Heavy
aircraft capable of high altitude flying are required, operated by experienced
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83 Comparison of radar and photographic images of hills in Arizona. Photo: University
of Kansas Space Technology Centre

crew and technicians. Radar mapping thus finds its best economic justifications
for large-area surveys or for crucial problems requiring immediate answers'.
But, maybe it could help mountain exploratiol1 too, particularly for those who
may perhaps be in a position to command or cajole the use of the necessary
facilities.
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84 North Wales imaged by SLAR (Menai Straits top. Snowdon lower right). Photo: RRE
(Crown Copyright Reserved)
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